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ABSTRACT

Product designers use imagery for inspiration in their creative design process.1 To support
creativity, designers apply many tools and techniques, which often rely on their ability to be
inspired by found and previously made visual material and to experience the atmosphere of
the user environment. Computer tools and developments in VR offer perspectives to support
this kind of imagery and presence in the design process. But currently these possibilities come
at too high a technological overhead and price to be usable in the design practice. This arti-
cle proposes an expressive and technically lightweight approach using the possibilities of VR
and computer tools, by creating a sketchy environment using video collages. Instead of rely-
ing on highly realistic or even “hyperreal” graphics, these video collages use lessons learned
from theater and cinema to get a sense of atmosphere across. Product designers can use these
video collages to reexperience their observations in the environment in which a product is to
be used, and to communicate this atmosphere to their colleagues and clients. For user-cen-
tered design, video collages can also provide an environmental context for concept testing
with prospective user groups.
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INTRODUCTION

TO CAPTURE THEIR IMAGINATION , designers
currently use a variety of methods, such as

sketches, collages and mock-up models.2 These
methods allow the designer to create, organize,
and communicate rich visual media. As the in-
teraction and complexity of products increases,
designers also need more narrative tools to cap-
ture, organize, and communicate the way prod-
ucts are used. For this, designers have started
to use methods used in theater and cinema such
as role-playing, scenarios, and storyboards in
their design process.3

We believe that new tools and developments
in VR offer possibilities to support and even ex-

tend the methods that designers use right now,
if they offer good interaction, usability, and
aesthetics.4 But current VR systems, though
very impressive technologically and perceptu-
ally, do not sufficiently support the fluency and
interactivity needed to inspire the designers in
their creative process. Especially the technical
overhead of creating applications, setting up
the system, and calibrating the system for the
user5 keep these VR systems from being a suit-
able alternative to the traditional tools for in-
spiration.6 This situation is definitely improv-
ing, but still far from acceptable for conceptual
design tools.

In our research we explore the possibilities
of new inspirational tools by offering a possi-
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ble solution and using it in a given design
process. This paper reports experience in con-
structing video collages to elicit the feeling of
presence in a product’s use context. The dis-
cussion here focuses on the concepts and early
observations. We look at the role of the video
collage as an inspirational tool in the design
process, but also at how the act of making these
video collages can help the designer explore the
design issues related to the user environment.
Formal evaluations of the proposed solutions
are being conducted, and will be presented in
future publications.

INSPIRATION AND CONTEXT

Imagine you are a designer being asked to
design a new interactive device for consumers
to be used in the kitchen. How would you take
this description as a starting point for a mean-
ingful product design? Aside from the tech-
nical issues, the designer needs to address the
interaction, usability, and aesthetics of the con-
cept. A creative solution for this requires the
designer to find inspiration for this assignment.
This is the main focus of our research on tools
and methods in the conceptual phase of design.

The term User-Centered Design (UCD) im-
plies an emphasis on the human user—his or
her perceptual, motor, and cognitive skills. A
user-centered approach usually relies heavily
on user participation and extensive user test-
ing, to develop a product that best fits the user’s
need.7 Presence is a person’s ability to experi-
ence a certain location or context. From the per-

spective of designers seeking presence, aspects
of “atmosphere” are more important than any
realistic or geographic location. This is similar
to the use of the term “presence” in cinema or
theatre.8

The conceptual phase of design (or ideation
phase) is the initial phase where designers dis-
cuss and explore their ideas, using many differ-
ent methods to visualize them.9 Observations of
the designer’s workspace show that some of
these visualizations are pasted on the walls and
periphery of the workspace to serve as a source
of inspiration in the creative process.2

The traditional tools designers use for inspi-
ration are shown in Fig. 1; sketches, collages,
and rough mockup models. These tools and
techniques are the most widely used by de-
signers as they support imagery, associative
thinking and imagination skills, without high
technical overhead and with readily available
materials such as pens, glue, clay, foam, and
paper.

Sketches are useful to create, explore, and
communicate shape and appearance of a de-
sign and are the most widely used tools for idea
creation.10 Collages are an intellectual and aes-
thetic exercise made out of found material to
express an idea or feeling.11 The collage offers
the ability to deal with design precedents and
precedent knowledge and to transfer abstract
ideas and concepts into a visual language or 
atmosphere, hardly expressible in words.12

Rough mockups, quickly made out of foam,
clay, or cardboard are often used in the con-
ceptual phase to physically experience the
scale, feeling, and handling of a design.
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FIG. 1. Examples of the traditional tools: a sketch exploring different details, a collage showing the atmosphere of
leisure time, and exploring handling in a mockup.



In the past decade designers have started to
borrow tools and methods from the field of the-
ater and cinema (such as role-playing, scenar-
ios, and storyboards exemplified in Fig. 2) to
explore and communicate dynamic and inter-
active aspects of their concepts. For example,
role-playing and scenarios are ways for the de-
signers to freely explore the whole context of a
product and the role it can have in the life of a
user.13,14 Designers use storyboards to look
more in detail at the dynamic use of a design
and the possible user interactions.

The tools and methods for inspiration men-
tioned above do not rely on realistic fidelity6,8;
fluency, exploration and aesthetics are the
more important aspects.

New tools and techniques for computer inter-
action and visualization can provide a more ef-
ficient and flexible way to create a sense of pres-
ence in the user environment. The technological
advances allow us to create images with such a
high level of detail and quality of shading, ren-
dering, and reflections that the quality is often
referred to as “hyperreal.” However, these ad-
vanced VR systems lack the flexibility and ease
of use that designers appreciate in their pictures,
sketches, and collages.4 For example, a new con-
cept sketch can be made in minutes; a VR simu-
lation can take months of programming.

In general the advantages of traditional tools
such as sketches, paper collages, and models
can be found in the aspects of interaction, us-
ability, and aesthetics (i.e., they allow for flu-
ent, direct, and shared interaction, their us-
ability allows for improvisation, and the

materials used are readily available and allow
for an expressive and suggestive aesthetic fo-
cusing the attention of the viewer).

Current VR tools fall short in these aspects,
but when they are improved on, they can also
offer advantages in simulated use and han-
dling, easy change of environments, and the
application of rich media such as sound and
animation.

Although the possibilities of such new tools
are promising and have shown useful achieve-
ments, the latter usually come at a price that
conflicts with the demands of our simple tra-
ditional tools. The key advantage that VR-re-
lated tools offer us in the conceptual phase of
design is the ability to create an immersive
sense of presence. We will show that this can
also be achieved with less technical overhead.

THREE RANGES OF 
INTERACTION SETUP

With the experimental setup TRI, or “Three
Ranges of Interaction,” we have tried to create
a medium and an environment that allows the
new possibilities offered in VR, while keeping
as many of the advantages of traditional tools
as possible. The TRI setup is a body-scaled in-
teractive medium supporting the designer ex-
ploring design concepts. The term “Three
Ranges of Interaction” refers to three scales in
which we interact with our environment: large,
medium, and small for, respectively, atmo-
sphere, layout, and precision.
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FIG. 2. Examples of tools from theater: designers doing a role-play and a storyboard for a sketching device.



These ranges can best be illustrated by the
way product designers interact with their work
environment, as exemplified in Fig. 3. For at-
mosphere designers hang pictures, collages,
and sketches of the environment of use on the
walls around them. For layout, sketches and
models are laid out on desks to compare and
organize possible solutions and use them in
discussions and presentations. Finally, for pre-
cision the designer uses paper, pens, and mod-
els to create detailed sketches.

TRI supports all three ranges with an inter-
active setup that provides atmosphere (large
range), virtual and physical organization and
presentation (medium range), and computer-
supported sketching (small range). The combi-
nation of the three ranges allows for an atmo-
sphere fit to the assignment where designers
can collaboratively discuss, arrange, and visu-
alize ideas.

These three psychologically meaningful
ranges are physically implemented in the TRI
setup, shown in Fig. 4. By physically dividing
the three ranges in the setup, content can be de-
veloped separately for the three ranges. This
simplifies the development of content as the
developer only has to tune and tweak one kind
of interaction at the time, without influencing
the other ranges at the same time. Argumenta-
tion of the design of TRI has been published
online at DCNet.15 For the present argument,
it is important to note that TRI attempts to
make a “sketchy” form of VR, sacrificing tech-
nical fidelity for conceptual usability. Like a
pencil-sketch, TRI applications aim to give a
quick, rough idea rather than a fully tuned,
pretty picture.

In this paper we look at how designers can
use the TRI setup for inspiration by generating
presence in an immersive environment. With
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FIG. 4. Three scales applied in the TRI setup.

FIG. 3. Three ranges in the designer’s work environment.



the traditional tools this is achieved by sur-
rounding the walls of the desk with sketches,
collages, and storyboards. In contrast the TRI
setup can use its large scale to serve as a rich
and immersive environment, to experience the
location or context of the design and its use. To
create these rich environments we are explor-
ing the use of video collages presented on the
large range of the setup: a curved vertical pro-
jection area.

VIDEO COLLAGES

Video collages are expressive combinations of
images sequences, video, animations, music,
and sounds to communicate an atmosphere,
context, or visual language. The goal of using
these collages in the design process is to evoke
a sense of presence in an inspiring environment
related to the product to be designed. The video
collages made on the TRI setup have the same
sketchy aesthetics as those in paper-and-pencil
sketches, cardboard mock-ups, and collages.
This allows the designer to “fill in the gaps” and
create his or her own interpretation of the at-
mosphere, which promotes active participation.

The goal of these collages is therefore not to
aim for “suspension of disbelief” in a passive
sense, but to use the “visceral eye” as described
by Boorstin16 to help the designer who is ac-
tively wanting to participate in the simulated
environment. In his book Boorstin explains that
unframed images like IMAX and 3D images
like the CAVE stand in the way of this visceral
eye because they do not force the viewer to the

center of interest. Instead of relying on picture-
pretty images, Boorstin advises us to use nar-
rative, pace, montage, sound, and movement
to create a compelling atmosphere. This is sim-
ilar to how designers prefer to use sketches
over photographs to focus the viewer’s atten-
tion on the important aspects of a product de-
sign. The video collages are made using sim-
ple 2D authoring tools such as Macromedia
Director or video editing suites. This low-tech
approach makes it easy for the designer to fo-
cus on the content and quality of the experi-
ence, without having to communicate these
ideas to a programmer or developer.

As an example of a video collage and its use,
think back to the example of the designer being
asked to create a product to be used in a kitchen.
A good way to start the design process is to ob-
serve a kitchen environment and to capture it
in a video collage. For this example we created
a video collage that conveys the atmosphere of
cooking a meal in a kitchen environment. The
video collage uses photographs of a woman in
a kitchen environment (see Fig. 5).

As shown in Fig. 5, the collage does not show
a true representation of the actions in a kitchen
but has the aesthetics resembling those in con-
ventional sketches and collages. The composi-
tion of the kitchen background is created from
different pictures placed together to match the
visual field on the TRI setup. This creates a
somewhat distorted view of reality similar to
the photographic collages of David Hockney.
The composition allows the designer to fill in
the gaps of reality and enrich the images with
his or her own experiences.17
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FIG. 5. Stills from the kitchen environment video collage, as presented on the vertical projection area (see Fig. 4).



The different actions in the kitchen (such as
cutting, baking, washing) are displayed as se-
quences of still photo inserts and recorded
sound. The selection of the photo inserts high-
lights the actions, cutting out many irrelevant
parts of reality such as the legs or head of the
woman in the kitchen. In this way the kitchen
stays completely clean and unchanged at all
times with only a relevant change in the area
of the woman’s actions. This method of ani-
mation provides a clear focus of attention on
the actions of the woman in the kitchen.

The use of stop motion allows the author of
the video collage to balance the timing of the
different actions in the kitchen. Sounds that ac-
company the actions serve as a continuous and
ubiquitous reminder of the context even when
the attention is not focused on the projection.

The sketchy aesthetics of the video collage
encourages the same participation by the de-
signers as conventional sketches and collages
do. The use of stop motion exaggerates the ac-
tions of the user, so that it forces the viewer to
the center of interest.18 These forms of incom-
pleteness, as compared to plain video, promote
the designer’s participation in the environment
(i.e., his or her sense of presence).

VIEWING VIDEO COLLAGES 
FOR INSPIRATION

We conducted a study to compare the effect
of traditional collages and video collages in the
design process. The goal of this study was to
find out which part of the different types of col-
lages the designers pick up in their design ac-
tivity. The hypothesis was that designers pick
up more form- and color-related aspects from
the traditional collages and more contextual,
interactive and usage aspects from the video
collages.

Two groups of design students were asked
to sketch a concept for an MP3 player. One
group used a video collage showing the use en-
vironment, possible users, and form details as
inspiration. The other group relied on a tradi-
tional collage providing similar information.
After they completed their concept sketches
they were interviewed as to the use of the col-
lage, the experience of the environment, and

the elements of the collage that influenced their
designs.

Though we used a small group (five stu-
dents) to test our hypothesis on, we found that
all our subjects readily accepted the video col-
lage as a useful way to communicate context
and atmosphere, and focused more on the large
concept of usability and context of the design.

We present here only the observation rather
than a formal description of the experiment,
which was limited in scope. For instance, in this
study, the collages were prepared by the ex-
perimenting researchers, not by the participat-
ing design students. In the conceptual phase of
design the act of making collages, sketches,
models and so forth is at least as important as
the end result itself. Therefore we are actively
studying the creation process itself as well, and
a new experiment is planned to further validate
these findings.

MAKING VIDEO COLLAGES 
FOR INSPIRATION

To experience the possibilities that the TRI
setup has to offer in creating an atmosphere,
several video collages have been made by 12
design masters students of different user con-
texts. In this aesthetic exercise they focused on
the cinematic aspects of the video collage that
influence the atmospheric experience: narra-
tive, framing, timing, transitions, sound, per-
spective, and lighting. Moreover, the students
explored the usefulness of creating video col-
lages in the conceptual phase of the design
process.

All the video collages were made in a rela-
tively short time—varying from 4 to 12 hours—
and required setting out a design goal, choos-
ing an environment, observing the aspects of
atmosphere, capturing these observations in
sound and images, and combining them in a
video collage.

The 12 different video collages offer many
different experiences: from being in a busy
marketplace to a quiet beach to sitting in the
chair at the dentist’s. The feedback given by the
students on their video showed that they found
it very important to set the goals on conveying
an atmosphere opposed to just creating a pretty
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image or good sound. The students who took
the longest time tweaking aspects of sound
quality or image quality in itself were the least
satisfied with their results, whereas the stu-
dents that took more time trying out the com-
plete experience and overall narrative achieved
the most useful and aesthetically expressive re-
sults, which will be published on our TRI Web
site.

USING VIDEO COLLAGES FOR
CONCEPT TESTING

The conceptual phase of design relies heav-
ily on iterations, trying out different concepts
and verifying them with the end users. There-
fore almost all guidelines on user-centered de-
sign stress the importance of testing ideas with
users in the earliest possible phase.19 The prob-
lem with most of these informal tests is that it’s
hard to test a concept in the right atmospheric
contexts.

With video collages on the TRI setup it is pos-
sible to quickly and easily convey a sense of at-
mosphere as a backdrop for user testing. When
the TRI setup is used for this purpose the video
collage on the large range is for conveying the
atmosphere and context of the use environ-
ment of the product. We have used video col-
lages on the TRI setup in a series of interface
design evaluations.

In one experiment an interface for a portable
navigation aid running on a handheld com-

puter was tested. The application is intended
to be used while walking through a city. The
interface design was simulated on a normal PC
with a touchscreen, which made it impossible
to test the concept in the field. The original so-
lution was to provide a sense of context in an-
other part of the same touchscreen (see Fig. 6).
As an alternative, we proposed using a video
collage of the user environment projected, with
the touchscreen tilted in such a position that it
would resemble the way a user holds a hand-
held computer.

During the usability test our subjects were
asked to navigate through the city by using ar-
row keys on the touchscreen with the naviga-
tion interface for reference. As the users navi-
gated through the city the experimenter
changed the backdrops according to the ap-
propriate location (this could have been pro-
grammed, but for a short study, a Wizard of
Oz technique, in which a human makes these
decisions, is often more efficient20). After com-
pleting a task the users were asked to recollect
some details of the projected environment. This
way the experimenters could measure the
amount of attention the user needs for operat-
ing the handheld computer.21

Though the usability of video collages for us-
ability testing itself was not the goal of this ex-
periment, we were able to verify that our users
readily accepted the projection as an environ-
ment. Even without an explanation of the back-
ground or purpose of the large screen projec-
tion, the users easily accepted the video collage
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FIG. 6. Images from the original screen-based setup next to the TRI setup alternative.



as a means to illustrate the environment of the
user context.

CONCLUSION

Computer tools can provide a sense of pres-
ence that is useful for the conceptual design
process. To allow the designers to suspend
their disbelief, these tools will focus on easy
ways to create a sense of the environment in an
abstraction such as a video collage. These col-
lages offer possibilities for abstraction and ex-
pression that designers have learned to appre-
ciate in their pen and paper based ideation
tools (sketches and collages). The TRI setup
provides the tools to create sketchy represen-
tations of a user environment in video collages.
Although we have not completed rigorous ex-
periments yet, we feel confident in the follow-
ing observations.

The possibilities of dynamics, interactivity,
and the use of digitized sounds makes these
virtual environments more engaging and flex-
ible than the current conventional methods
such as making conventional collages or filling
the walls with sketches and photographs.
Moreover these video collages form an impor-
tant aspect of the conceptual design process as
an aesthetic exercise. By using sketchy aesthet-
ics and keeping the time to create as short as
possible, the designer can explore, visualize,
and communicate the user environment as an
atmosphere.

Lessons learned from cinema and theater can
be used to lure the attention of the viewer to
important aspects of the environment. This is
similar to the way the sketchiness in drawings
is used to emphasize important aspects of the
product design. This approach assumes that if
the viewer is prepared to fill in the gaps, she
can immerse herself in an environment by her
own imagination and doesn’t have to rely on
the highly realistic, expensive and difficult to
make three-dimensional graphic representa-
tions.

Designers can use these video collages for in-
spiration and verification. Inspiration can be
promoted by creating a sense of presence in the
environment in which the product will be used;
verification is possible when testing a concep-

tual design on users in a simulation of the user
environment.
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